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Abstract
This essay examines the performative space of neoliberal architectural education in the United Kingdom, its history, attributes and values, focusing on staff and student wellbeing in relation to work-time. In so doing, it addresses the vertical unit studio as the ‘elephant in the room’. As a site in which unhealthy work practices are acculturated, and which, when learned at university, can be perpetuated throughout an architect’s work life, the vertical unit system encourages a competitive ego culture at the expense of a balanced work life. In a neoliberal market economy, how might the architecture design studio education be reframed to enhance wellbeing?
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Architectural education in the neoliberal university

Architectural education at university can be, and is, nurturing and invigorating for many students and staff who work in it, meeting or exceeding expectations. But as universities orientate more towards neoliberal quantitative rather than qualitative modes of production, content and ethos, and further away from the liberal arts, the form of architectural education is changing markedly because of its focus on the economic. In neoliberal countries such as the United Kingdom – which this article focuses on – a vast majority of architecture schools have been forced to change because of the neoliberalisation of Higher Education (HE).¹

Neoliberalism is generally understood to be a laissez-faire economic market-oriented system in which business transactions are free from regulatory restriction. It is driven by the desire of a neoliberal government to make economically independent individuals and institutions from the state and is defined positively or negatively depending on what aspect of the neoliberal system is focused upon. Janet Newman writes that unlike scholars, such as Bob Jessop and Jamie Peck, who emphasise the role of the state in securing political and ideological reform to maximise corporate capital, social geographer David Harvey contends that neoliberalism is a class-based political project which ultimately creates social and economic inequality.² According to Harvey, neoliberal entrepreneurial freedoms mainly advance free market trade and

---
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The neoliberalisation of the UK in the 1970s, under Baroness Margaret Thatcher's Conservative party, involved withdrawing state funding from many public sector services including HE. By withdrawing economic support for universities in order to make them economically self-sustainable, most institutions have been forced to employ new business strategies to survive and thrive in the global HE marketplace. This has ultimately led to a semi-privatisation of universities. Academic capitalism involves the increased mass production of graduates and has grown in its demands for efficient productivity in the university workplace.\(^6\) The university is no longer associated with a place for slow scholarly contemplation; it is driven by optimisation, economisation, rationalisation, flexibility and employability.

Neoliberal universities now operate much like global corporations and are increasingly being run like entrepreneurial businesses working for industry. The entrepreneurial university aims to spread throughout the world (encouraging excellence and innovation in an environment of mutual competitive rivalry) in order to enhance 'their own institution' in the 'global university space'? University workers, who are innovators, can become a conduit through which capital and labour in the university are commodified. And it is this neoliberal commodification of HE that is impacting dramatically on architectural education and the wellbeing of its workforce.

Here, architecture education is discussed in relation to the proportion of work-time required for increased productivity demanded by the neoliberal university, and the politics of the body of the architectural educator and student, whose energy is consumed to deliver that work. The need to optimise the resources necessary to run the neoliberal university has come mostly from top-down management enacted through restructuring staff and administration for cost-cutting. In this context, as the primary site of architectural education, the design studio becomes instrumentalised to enforce neoliberal values and processes of optimal productivity. Architecture schools compete to create new revenue streams through initiating new courses, building new campuses and increasing HE market share while reducing their cost of labour and resources. The latter most commonly occurs through maximising the workload of permanent staff and growing its precariat class of architecture students and visiting lecturers. As the centre of any architectural curriculum, the architectural design studio emerges as a critical site of analysis because of the way it consumes and produces capital and labour in the 'vertical unit' as a design studio establishments?

The issue is that architectural education, and the design studio in particular, can acculturate work-life imbalance, that has been exacerbated under neoliberalism and post-pandemic, through online studio teaching needs to be acknowledged as 'the elephant in the room' of architectural education.\(^8\)
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labour in practice, on site or within architectural education – the latter continuing the cycle. This is no longer an issue that the profession or the bodies accrediting architecture programmes can avoid if the sustainability of architectural education is to be prioritised. Through a review first, of competitive spirit and the rise of the vertical unit in architectural design studio and, second, the work-time conundrum and neoliberal performance monitoring in architectural education, this essay asks: Can architecture education be reframed to enhance wellbeing rather than exploit and deplete the energy of those who work in a neoliberal HE market economy?

The architecture design studio, the vertical unit and (un)healthy competition

Architectural studio pedagogy has only recently emerged as a growing topic of research in the discipline. Since the early 1990s, there has been a steady growth in research examining the culture of the architectural design studio.1 Some authors, most of whom are women, recognise that the design studio has historically been a combative and defensive space that was often premised on negatively framed criticism.10 Studio criticism, arguably aimed at toughening up students to cope with any unpredictability in their architectural life after graduation, is not always constructive. Other researchers have focused on the architectural design studio as a discriminatory social space that acculturates through a process of institutional and natural selection and favours or disadvantages according to gender, class, ethnicity or race.11 The latter literature asserts that the architecture studio can contribute to the making or breaking of a student’s life and career post-university. But as architecture schools in neoliberal countries become more conditioned to operating and being ‘designed as factories’ for mass education “whose goal …[is] to produce goods not subjects”, to quote Pier Vittorio Aureli, there is an urgent need to examine the recent changes to architectural education.12 The ‘vertical unit’ as a design studio model has created a work-heavy and competitive culture, and wider studio culture, whose traits have since been inherited and consolidated. Here the architectural design studio in examined its current heightened neoliberal vertical unit form, first, in regards to how it has acculturated a culture of overwork since its inception in the late 17th century and, second, in terms of how that long-standing work culture impacts on the wellbeing of those who work in it.

Alexander Griffin claims the first institution to be devoted exclusively to the study of architecture was the Académie d’Architecture (or the Académie Royale d’Architecture) founded by Louis XIV in 1671.13 It was set up to create graduates who would decorate his royal apartments at Versailles and was housed mostly in the Louvre in Paris. According to its director, the engineer Jacques-François Blondel, its members met weekly in the Louvre’s ground floor lecture halls for public talks on mathematics and architecture. Another large room was devoted to the display of architectural models.14 While it was only short-lived, in 1863 it evolved into the École des Beaux-Arts which became the foundation of architectural education through its studio atelier model (Figure 1). While some attributes of the École des Beaux-Arts architecture education have changed, its sense of nurturing competitive spirit, tested through working day and night to complete a design competition for the Grand Prix de Rome, remains.

It was at the École des Beaux-Arts that the concept of working en charrette emerged. The title of this journal, charrette in French means ‘chariot’ or ‘cart’ and en charrette means to work ‘in the cart’. This is because it was common at the end of the term, for architecture students at the École des Beaux-Arts, to work day and night right up until the deadline, when a cart would come to collect their models and drawings for review at the École. The term charrette in design studio remains in usage today and is tied to working intensely in short periods of time. The Beaux-Arts model of long work hour architectural studio has been heightened further through the vertical unit system.15
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In the UK, the vertical unit system was first introduced at the Architectural Association School of Architecture or Architectural Association (AA) in London by the Canadian-born AA Director, then Chairman between 1971 and 1990, Alvin Boyarsky. It has since been implemented in design studio education in the vast majority of other architecture schools in the UK at one time or another. The AA is an independent architecture school that operates outside the UCAS (Universities and Colleges Admissions Service), which is the conventional system of university application. Instead, applicants are hand-picked through interview. The school typically cherry-picks a greater proportion of international students compared with other UK architecture schools; the majority of whom pay higher than normal tuition fees. It is one of only a few private architecture schools in the UK and as such has been founded on hefty tuition fees well before the neoliberalisation of all public universities in the UK. While it does not participate in university rankings, the AA has a reputation of having produced many of the most well-known architects in the world, including among many, Zaha Hadid who studied there as an international student. This is primarily because of the chains of elite establishment architects it attracts as atelier leaders, whose capital can transfer to make the next generation of elite architects.

The vertical unit studio stands in contrast to a more traditional, year-level segregated model of architectural education because of its mixing together in one studio group of students of different academic year levels. In architectural education, the vertical unit system is generally considered a favourable mode of architectural pedagogy, its benefits outweighing any drawbacks, although this depends on the tutor’s tacit experience, whether positive or not, of studying under the system as a student. In ‘A Case for the Vertical Studio’, James Barnes argues from his personal experience at the also private Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) that ‘the ‘Vertical Studio’ system challenges traditional, sequenced design studio organization by allowing students of various developmental and skill levels to interact and compete with one another in a topical, thesis-based studio’. Recent literature by Irene Sunwoo has recorded the history of the vertical unit system’s application in UK architectural education and recognised how it aligns with neoliberal philosophy.

In ‘From the ‘Well-Laid Table’ to the ‘Market Place: The Architectural Association Unit System’, Sunwoo notes that Boyarsky launched ‘a critical departure from the AA’s postwar [sic] modernist professional training’ through his development of the ‘unit system’ as the basis of the school’s curriculum. The vertical unit system differs to earlier studio teaching in that rather than being taught architecture by one or two great masters in a studio year group, students are given a range of different studio tutors to choose from, somewhat like shopping for a design studio tutor. Typically, tutors present diverse modes of architectural thought and practice from which a student can choose. This model of teaching has transformed architecture education into a neoliberal mode of free-choice consumerism. Unlike the post war generation of AA teachers, who Peter Cook described as ‘Old Etonian Marxists’ working collaboratively with the government on welfare state projects, Boyarsky’s new vertical unit system brought architectural education into the global HE marketplace by allowing students to take control of their individual projects, education and architectural genealogical pathway. Sunwoo sums up Boyarsky’s vision as:

If a school of architecture was to function as a critical thermometer of contemporary architectural production, then it must be fueled [sic] by ‘the energies and interests of a lot of people, so that the school community is bubbling with dozens of sometimes contradictory interests and activities’ and in which the ‘so-called curriculum’, [...] must therefore be ‘conditioned daily, weekly, and annually’.

The freedom to choose one’s studio was first suggested in an AA school meeting in January 1973 where ‘Boyarsky proposed that the Diploma School student should be able to “weave” his or her way through a “rich supermarket” of offerings and self-generated programmes’. The first generation of AA vertical unit tutors – or ‘the thoroughbreds’ to quote Boyarsky –
allowed the AA unit system of teaching to flourish because of their architectural pedigree and innovative teaching programmes. The subsequent generations of AA vertical unit tutors, ‘many of whom had studied under the “first generation” did not carry the same diverse market selection, at times becoming more “insular” and “ailike”’, to quote Robin Evans. Sunwoo explains that; ‘Although the volatility of the AA’s postmodernist “marketplace” model had been designed to inhibit the hegemony of architectural certainties, its consumerist processes and pluralism were equally capable of producing a new institutional realm. The unit system had successfully become, as Evans implies, just that: a system […] – both effective and thoroughly exportable, nonetheless’.

As the lineages of unit tutors migrated to work in other architecture schools, the vertical unit system was disseminated within the UK and abroad. Graduate of the AA in 1960 and AA vertical unit tutor from 1964-1990, recognised for running one of its strongest units, Peter Cook notes that Boyarsky’s remodelling of the AA design studio ‘begat many aspects of [Bernard] Tschumi’s Columbia, Leon Van Schaik’s RMIT [Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology], Nigell Coates’ RCA [Royal College of Art] and my own [University College London]. We four were his students in the art of schoolmaking’. The vertical unit system that was transported globally through the AA’s staff and students has had consequences, which are similar to those of neoliberal capitalism: students become consumers in a ‘free-enterprise system’ of architecture education.

In the same way that Thatcher saw only the positives in the free-enterprise system because ‘in any marketplace anywhere, […] there is a lively, human, social and sociable reality: in fact, though serious it […] is fun’, the AA’s pedagogical model transformed design studio into a lively, sociable, model of competitive academic play. But the vertical unit system also concomitantly requires that tutors pitch studio projects and ideologies in opposition to one another so that their design project product offering can be differentiated. While architectural studio has always been a competitive space – even since the times of the Grand Prix de Rome design competition at the École des Beaux-Arts – the vertical unit system of amplified marketplace selection and competition requires an abundant input of energy from its architectural community of staff and students, whose enmity and resistances to one another becomes an entrepreneurial driving force for innovation in architectural education and practice.

While neoliberalists contend that freedom of choice is liberating, some students can find it stressful. Having too many options to choose from can increase a student’s anxiety. In the architectural studio, it can accentuate a highly competitive, rather than collaborative space. This is because in order to heighten the territory of each design studio’s product offering, architectural pedagogical ‘tribalism’, to quote Reyner Banham, can emerge. Criticism becomes a primary weapon to retain a market share in the vertical unit system and is used to undermine the design studio product offering of other tutors. Participating in a competitively driven vertical unit system requires physical stamina to keep things lively, buzzing and ‘bubbling’. In Boyarsky’s terms, and to physically and mentally sustain the long hours work culture required for delivery. Teaching staff with the highest levels of energy and stamina and who are mostly younger can input unlimited amounts of time and energy into studio teaching and therefore become a valuable commodity in this HE marketplace. Mostly at the lowest paid end of architectural tuition rates, these tutors suffer from the way in which the neoliberal university exploits a casual workforce.

The deregulation of the labour market by Thatcher’s Conservative government, which overlapped with the disempowering of student and staff unions, has had a great impact on the HE sector leading to increased casualisation of its labour market. In academia, the casualisation of the labour force has been rising in architecture schools. The increase in the number of casual design studio tutors entering the HE marketplace creates a highly competitive and energy- and stamina-consuming environment. While neoliberalist enterprise system requires physical stamina to keep things lively, sociable, model of competitive academic play, it also becomes an entrepreneurial driving force for innovation in architectural education and practice.
competitive HE design studio staff environment. It is not uncommon for a casual architecture studio employee to be leading or teaching in 2 to 3 or more design studios while undertaking (sometimes unpaid) research and, often, also working in practice or outside the university. The casualisation of the labour market in UK architecture schools is enabled by a flooded labour market of casual studio tutors, who have to compete with one another to gain employment. Their promotion pathways are arguably more arduous because they are competing in a larger HE marketplace of precariat workers. Premised often on a love of teaching design studio, a disillusionment of their day job, and the opportunity for professional prestige, architecture schools are enabled by neoliberalism to benefit from exploiting casual design tutor labour. Many younger tutors are also not openly critical of heavy workloads and have the stamina to sustain unreasonably demanding work lives inside the university and outside in practice. Studio educators who have the endurance to devote a large percentage of their waking hours to architectural labour, who do not have other commitments in their lives beyond architecture (because they chose that path or not) and who are not concerned about limiting their time to teach, consciously or unconsciously, advocate a culture of overwork. Casual teaching staff do not receive the benefits of permanent employment (part-time or full-time) such as paid unhealthy leave or fixed contracts. By enacting unhealthy patterns of work, these workers become poor role models for students. In caring too much that their students do well (in order to also ensure the studio remains a popular choice and so their contract can be renewed next year), it is common for a casual vertical unit tutor to push themselves and their students to the limit.

While the vertical unit studio space is where the most competitive battles tend to take place, the wider play space of the architectural academy can be highly political and combative too, although arguably less so, in the horizontal design studio model or across other areas of the curriculum. Architecture educators can be and are notorious for being aggressively competitive within the academy, particularly insecure teaching staff who feel threatened. Many academics can be territorial of the subject of their research or teaching too. Beyond the factional divisions inside and between architectural design studios, ideological battles can be played out between architectural design, architectural history and theory, design science and technology, and management practice that can result in epistemological attacks and takeovers, that ostracise or marginalise less powerful staff. Additional anxiety and stress can also come from being unlike or personally incompatible with staff or students in the dominant power networks or ‘master-pupil’ chains. In many western countries, the architectural academy consists of not one architectural tribe but many. Most architectural tribes were initiated by significant male architect-educators – Boyarsky’s ‘thoroughbreds’ for example – who acculturate followers, in turns make, and liked by them. Being able to be a copy or replica and obey a master (regardless of gender) or not is key to fitting into the social structure of any architecture school. Difference, lack of desire or inability to acculturate with the group can halter or prevent career progression and promotional pathways, diminish morale and can cause anxiety and depression.

Being able to be competitive or endurance in the vertical unit system become key to success in architectural education. But working in a combative, 100% work manner is seen by some as problematic because it can build unhealthy workplace relations and discriminate against and exclude those students unable to display that work ethic. Roger K. Lewis explains that Many who start architectural school never finish. There are many reasons that people drop out, the work load and competition being among them. Others argue there are different consequences for different genders. According to Kathryn H. Anthony ‘the competitive model of design education is very much a male model’ because of its historical origins. Before there was a concerted effort to
balance gender in studio teaching staff, many male tutors and reviewers have used overt and covert strategies to assert their patriarchal knowledge dominance and power over students. And as Dörte Kuhlmann notes in Gender Studies in Architecture, architectural education can also create habits for women; she writes: ‘...It could be argued that while men think different than women, studying architecture necessarily leads women to masculine standards.’ Some male and female students can naturally cope or be conditioned to cope with difficult, combative or confrontational discussions. Others, however, find the competitive vertical unit culture draining and become dissatisfied. Some students don’t have the desire or energy to want to engage in sporting contest behaviour. As Anthony notes ‘the athletic and military analogies that many design instructors routinely use in design studios can be a sore spot for women students [… as well as men who are not naturally competitive] and may offend some...’ simply because they see that sporting activities help ‘develop one’s own … abilities’ and are not solely about bettering an opponent. The competitive nature of vertical unit design studio enacted most extremely in design juries or reviews, where students are made vulnerable through the need to defend their design position in public, can be disconcerting for shy or sensitive students who suffer from the ‘emotional toll’ which can in turn affect their confidence. Competitive pressure is internal and external. Dedicated students push themselves, notwithstanding other influences, reacting to an internal need to achieve. With this comes pushing from external sources – faculty, fellow students, friends, and family – which can be relentless and unending. Some students thrive on such pressures; others feel substantial anxiety, which can affect their work. Managing emotional performance under stressful situations – for instance, whether a student cries or breaks down openly in front of their tutors or peers or not – involves negotiating traditional ‘masculine standards’ of behaviour directed towards rationality and objectivity. According to Naomi Stead, design jury criticism that is flattering can be at odds with a historically embedded pedagogical practice of negative criticism in the studio because it can be seen to be less effective in producing robust architectural graduates ready to take on the most difficult challenges in the real world.

Many architectural design studios have operated or operate ‘like [a] boot camp: twelve hours a day seven days a week in basic design … [where students are] more or less being broken.’ Many design studio educators agree that the best students exhibit a singular focus on their individual production and are driven to do nothing but work; they meet deadlines and perform optimally under intense pressure; they are fully committed to a career in architecture and these attributes can make them highly employable. But the bodies of academic university workers have come under further time pressure due to the neoliberalisation of architectural education. Managing time in a long-work-hours culture requires the (re)conditioning of the academic body of architecture educators and students to manage ‘the time squeezed.’

The work-time conundrum and neoliberal performance monitoring in architectural education

No matter where we are in real time the problem of ‘the time squeeze’ on the body of workers is increasing. In ‘Labour, Work and the Time Squeeze’, Guy Standing argues that our sense of time has dramatically changed because of the global market society in which we can work longer hours. In an agrarian system of production, people worked according to seasonal rhythms and variable weather conditions. They would never have imagined working an eight-hour day because they needed to work around these natural times. But it was industrialisation that brought in ‘time regimentation.’ In the late 1960’s, E. P. Thompson eloquently chronicled in ‘Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism’ that ‘the nascent proletarian was disciplined by the clock and the calendar.’
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Two changes to time management occurred from the shift from an agrarian to an industrial life and a global free market system. The first was the abandoning of the demands of the 24-hour body clock after international time zones were created. Standing astutely notes that the global economy ‘has no respect for human physiology’. This is because the global marketplace functions much like a machine that has no rest, running on a 24/7 clock, which when countries have daylight or night time.

Overall, neoliberal, free-market economies seek to eliminate any distractions that create ‘barriers to trading’ and which are counter to ‘the totem of the age, competitiveness, and contrary to the dictate of flexibility’. For this reason, global capitalism (including academia) values the person that can sleep less and work more in continuum, ideally with greater productivity.

According to Standing, the second change emerged in industrial society and is how time became divided into blocks of work time for specific tasks. Under industrial labour laws, workers rose in the morning, worked ten to twelve-hour days in factories, mines, shipyards etc. under no or very loose contractual arrangements, and then went home. They were given holidays (originally holy days to celebrate special religious days, later becoming special days to rest or relax from work), where rest was taken in blocks. As Standing remarks, ‘work, labour and play were distinct activities, in terms of when they were undertaken and where the boundaries of each began and ended’.

In contrast, neoliberalism asks for increased flexibility and productivity, which demands that work be enacted ‘in continuum everywhere’. Hours at work no longer align with ‘hours of work’.

With the advent and rise of working online that has accentuated post-pandemic, universities are increasingly conditioning their students and staff to work in optimally fluid and flexible ways for greater output. No longer is the academic worker’s home for domestic activities and rest away from work or the university or office only for academic work. Using digital machine technologies (mobile phones, computers etc.), academic labour under neoliberalism occurs over longer working hours, sometimes across international time zones, so that, as Arlie Russell Hochschild notes, ‘work becomes home and home becomes work’.

A 24/7 globally oriented work culture in architectural education is enacted at home, work and everywhere in two ways. The first is by conditioning the body to an intensive work ethic, demanding more and more of the body and mind of the architectural student or educator, and the second, by employing digital machine technologies and auditing to enhance and facilitate more efficient productivity thereby conditioning the academic worker into compliance.

In *Discipline & Punish*, Foucault distinguishes between the docile body and the manipulated body. Foucault argues that ‘A body is docile that may be subjected, used, transformed and improved’ and it is through the exertion of disciplinary power on the docile body (here reference is made to the body of the architecture worker at university) that it suffers through being disciplined and punished. In the architectural academia, the body of the student or staff worker is the vessel in which capital is contained. As such, it is disciplined, moulded and monitored to determine and improve its level of performance. As Foucault notes, under our current economic system ‘the two processes – the accumulation of men and the accumulation of capital – cannot be separated’; they are co-existent. In this sense the body of the worker is the vessel in which capital accumulates. Carl Cederström and Peter Fleming go further arguing in *Dead Man Working* that:

The traditional line-in-the-sand between capital and labor [sic] no longer makes sense to anyone. Today, the real struggle is between capital and *life* (bios), although the struggle is not played out under especially unfair rules, given that we can hardly
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Jonathan Crary claims that in regards to work a 24/7 work life 'renders plausible, even normal, the idea of working without pause, without limits. It is aligned with what is inanimate, inert, or unaging'. The machine-like academic worker whose body is economised, rationalised and flexible, is most valued. The situation is different for the worker who is compromised by commitments other than architectural work. It is more difficult to discipline them and for them to manage their own work life balance.

If the architectural student or educator has family or care responsibilities, their time can be hurried and their bodies are demanded more of, than the architect homo oeconomicus who is ‘family-free.’ Increasing demands on work time can create negative stresses and tension in home and family life. The architecture student and educator who has care commitments outside their work are hurried and stretched in their university or ‘anywhere’ workplace and can hurry those for whom they care. Time management is less compromised if the architect worker is conditioned to be a more flexible worker who is shaped around work-centred goals and priorities rather than non-work centred ones. What architectural education can do is create a space in which time is less valued and not always managed.

The time devoted to design in architectural education typically occupies 50% of a student’s curriculum work time. In contrast, in professional practice, only a small fraction of time, sometimes only 5%, is spent on the design of a project, leading Reiner de Graaf to note that ‘where other professions operate on a basis of maximising financial return while minimizing labor [sic], architecture is predicated on the reverse’. The fact that architecture education as a course also takes so long, often compromising the time for other activities outside it, continues to perplex many non-architects who often ask ‘isn’t architecture just four walls and roof?’

Architecture degrees require the learning of a vast array of knowledge in construction, regulation and law, but also a mental and physical conditioning. Most architecture courses advocate the learning of a new way of life, which teaches the lesson, to quote Rochelle Martin, to ‘give great importance to the satisfactions derived from professional life and [denigrate] those derived from personal life’ unless the two are intertwined. The creatively fulfilling, long work hours culture and building of a strong work ethic that prioritises architectural design studio labour above any other daily life activities has and remains the hallmark of academic excellence, with many famous architects pushing their bodies to the limit. The total commitment to architecture by some of the most famous architects in the world has meant they have suffered physically from short to prolonged work-related sickness as well as death.

It is problematic that over-working is deemed by select notable architects to be invigorating.
For instance, when discussing OMA’s frenetic production of architectural proposals for China in the 1990s, Koolhaas delights in the excesses of work and argues that having the time pressure to produce vast projects like the design of a whole city in two weeks should be approached ‘by architects ‘with vigour’.60 This culture of gaining pleasure from the pain of being pushed to the limits, is tied to the nurturing of what Stead describes as the ‘curious masochism’, founded in architectural criticism in education.61 An always at work culture, in which the academic body is subjected to intense work time pressure, is enculturated in architectural education in two steps. The first step occurs in the first year as a conditioning to the ‘work load shock’. The second is losing perception of work hour boundaries that can continue throughout later life, with varying consequences.

In Architect? A Candid Guide to the Profession, Roger Lewis discusses the experience of an architecture education focusing in particular on the first year of study.62 Lewis analyses the effect of ‘the work load shock’ that typically occurs in this stage and notes the emergence of Stead’s ‘curious masochism’ in architectural criticism in education.63 Lewis explains: ‘[t]he work load shock, like any assault on the mind and body, produces both positive and negative responses. Negatively, it is tiring, enervating, and numbing. Much of the studio work is labor [sic] intensive rather than intellect intensive. ... If you can tolerate it all, it will toughen you.’64 As a result, Lewis recommends that the best approach to the First Year workload in an architectural education is to adopt ‘a positive, have fun, on-to-victory one’.65

Essential to coping with the ‘work load shock’ is time management, although the time required to complete the blocks of work in and for architectural education can be difficult to manage when the work that needs to be done cannot be completed during a nine-to-five hour or 24-hour work day.66 The vast amount of mostly manual work a First Year architecture student undertakes conditions them to a life without clear work-hour limits and can nurture the necessity to stay at work in the studio or on their computer to meet demanding deadlines. This nurturing of a never-leave-work mentality can lead to architecture students either living (literally including sleeping) in the (physical) studio or devoting all their waking hours to studio work wherever they are.

The all-nighter – a feature of most architectural education – is symbolic in that it shows a competitive spirit and a commitment to a life devoted fully to work.67 The systemic long-work-hours architecture school culture that starts in First Year means a student has, in the past, found ‘little sympathy’ among staff to ‘air complaints about the amount of work [... being asked to do], the overlapping deadlines and exams, the pressures, and the state of [a student’s] mental and physical health’.68 In some of the ‘best or better’ architecture schools, for staff who create over-work for themselves, their work-life patterns can also have a knock-on effect on their students.

The irony is that while neoliberal architecture schools focus on nurturing a competitive spirit that is only ever considered ‘healthy’ because sustenance and endurance are regarded as essential for an optimal entrepreneurial life after university, by doing so they can also nurture an unhealthy work culture for educators and students. While staff workloads are managed through quantifiable Workload Allocation Models (WAM), student performance is measured through an audit culture that offers perpetual performance monitoring.

The bodies of students and academics in architectural education are controlled and monitored through tiers of management with differing levels of hierarchical power within a university. Running a university as a business led by levels of management is broadly structured around the premise of students being accountable to educators, educators to school managers, school managers to upper university management, upper university managers to their board of governors. According to Gina Anderson this approach relies on a focus on
efficiency and effectiveness [... of time and space], on quality assurance, accountability, and cost-savings, all of which are implemented by management through a heightening of a deeply embedded and dominating audit culture.69

Beginning in the 1990s, the phrase ‘audit culture’ is defined by Peter M. Taubman as describing ‘the increasing use of regulatory mechanisms, designed to monitor and measure performance, in fields other than accounting, insurance, and finance, where the mechanisms originated’.70 Most university audit cultures rely heavily on the increasing administration of assessing performance criteria for all workers within a university. The audit culture in a university is accompanied by new values and language, such as performance management, quality assurance, accountability, transparency, efficiency, best practices, stakeholders, benchmarking, research outputs etc., and a long and growing list of acronyms. An audit culture employs new digital technologies and software to collect data, which is used to discipline, track and monitor productivity within the university at all levels.

The university’s administration-heavy methods of audit assessment have followed neoliberal, qualitative, checking systems used in manufacturing, so much so that Mike Laurence argues that ‘the university, like the hospital or the prison, can be understood as an apparatus of perpetual examination’.71 Audit culture in the university quantifies each and every aspect of university production on a performance-based system of delivery. All university staff are assessed through Performance Development Reviews (PDRs) while research, books and journal articles – inclusively termed ‘research outputs’ or ‘deliverables’ – are rigorously counted and ranked on their value to make economic return for the university. Every academic staff member and their outputs in the university is diligently counted and ranked using systems of assessment (including REF (Research Excellence Framework), TEF (Teaching Excellence Framework), and KEF (Knowledge Excellence Framework). UK programmes are further judged through the NSS (National Student Survey), which contributes to University League Table rankings. In architecture programmes, in particular, periodic reviews and regular monitoring and regulation by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) and Architects Registration Board (ARB) ensure that architectural education meets the performance standards of external accreditation. Gender and equality standards are assessed through Athena Swan awards. All in all, the systems of monitoring, counting and controlling an architectural educator’s outputs are vast in number. As a consequence, the academic’s time becomes increasingly devoted to and consumed by ‘administrivia’ or the production of ‘outline paperwork and other administrative tasks that are regarded as trivial, uninteresting, and time-consuming’.72

While not deemed necessary not so long ago, the university audit culture is now considered vital for quality assurance of architectural education.

For students, the audit culture of architectural education, pre-pandemic involved the completion and production of work assessed through assessment forms or pro-formas, with university attendance recorded through sign-up sheets or the scanning of student cards. Post-pandemic, the participatory engagement in online teaching platforms mostly happens through the data collection carried out on digital platforms such as S4, through which students are taught and submit work. Laurence contends that a process of standardisation or normalisation occurs in order to acculturate students into disciplinary norms:

The student is constantly evaluated, graded, measured, created. The abnormal is marginalized, rejected and excluded. The human sciences develop and the university introduces the student to a world where everything can be measured, including their imaginations.73

The consequence of this growing culture of auditing is that it increases workloads and also conditions younger staff and students into becoming what Wendy Brown describes as a
neoliberal subject; unable to (have the time to) think or question because they are overwhelmed by work. Architecture students, conditioned only to achieve the best grade results, can be negatively impacted in regards to their identity formation causing them to suffer stress from underachieving or not be able to cope. Ironically, audit cultures also exist within the university to assess how many students (less so staff) are suffering in terms of their wellbeing in architecture, from a system which itself can create the feelings of anxiety and unhappiness in the first place. Student wellbeing is managed through university student wellbeing services and for staff there is an audit culture that supports improving occupational health.

In a culture of neoliberalism, in which student consumer satisfaction is one of the key markers used to sell university programmes, the NSS relies on students recognising they are well supported in their academic and personal wellbeing. But NSS systems of assessment can potentially be shaped through staff in powerful positions inviting a selection of satisfied neoliberal subjects to engage in the survey, excluding those that might be seen to offer negative commentary. There are many rumours about how power is exerted by staff in the process of examining architecture programmes too. Timing NSS sessions to coincide with points of the teaching year when students are known to be more satisfied, may be seen to skew data.

While the purpose of an audit culture in architecture schools is to ensure parity and fairness, assessment processes can still operate inside and outside set standards. There remain persistent examples in which a student’s design studio performance – more so than other modules and generally carrying greater weighting – is impacted by conscious or unconscious bias. Covert techniques and political positioning, used by staff in higher positions of management or greater power, can influence and alter agreed student grades while still appearing to comply with assessment criteria. Particularly in design, module leaders and studio tutors can correctly administer the required marking procedures of using cross-studio moderation and external examiner moderation but can then add another additional tier of assessment that gives a higher-level manager unlimited decision-making power to change agreed marks. In this way, the assessment paperwork produced does not record the way in which marks were shaped outside agreed rules of studio peer-review. The situation can be stacked against architecture educators too.

Studio managers can conceal through an anonymised audit culture the poor performance of select staff and protect them from student assessment and criticism. For instance, reviews of studio teaching can be obscured so that the performance and delivery of select studio staff that is commemorative can be camouflaged by bundling all online studio feedback together so that complaints and compliments cannot be attributed to any particular named studio staff member. Then, there is the fact that there is no audit culture to ensure that staff work fairly with one another, particularly if Human Resources within a university are not impartial and, instead, concede to the power exerted by higher levels of management. Copying studio ideas or practices, bullying by some staff against others can continue undetected by the university’s audit radar. Deliberately blocking career progression to positions of greater power or prestige has been endemic in some architecture schools. Unless a teaching staff member or student is like (and liked) or acquiesces to the more dominant pedagogical power-network i.e. in an inner ‘favoured circle’ they can suffer emotional, mental and sometimes physical decline leading to lost energy, exhaustion, burnout, ultimately quitting and leaving.

The elephant in the room: Neoliberal architectural education might not be such a nurturing place
In 1993, Jennifer Bloomer published a two-page article on how “the spaces of institutions and the soft, chummy violence that circulates within them” operate to “silence.” Bloomer
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argues that critics in architecture should make public ‘the tiniest, nearly invisible, interstitial moments’ where institutional violence is permitted to occur and is widely known to happen but never taken issue with. This essay has sought to make explicit ‘the elephant in the room’ of neoliberal architectural education, namely that the vertical unit system exploits human resources and acculturates a culture of competition and overwork, exploits human resources and acculturates an unhealthy work life balance that is carried on from generation to generation.

Architecture education has since the 17th century acculturated a long-hour en charrette work culture, which has been heightened in the neoliberal university. The university as ‘a protected space for unhurried scholarly contemplation’ is vanishing. Neoliberal schools of architecture in the UK increasingly advocate a 24/7 culture of work, although some are beginning to challenge this. A problematic space of architectural pedagogy comes about because of ‘the time squeeze’: a devaluing of time in relation to the working body of an architecture academic, which can be exploited and exhausted, but is conditioned and made compliant to not question. In their first year of architecture studies, students are conditioned to accept and adapt to the First Year ‘work load shock’. The neoliberal vertical studio structure, introduced to the UK by the AA, which has since been adopted worldwide through lineages of educator proponents, can delude students into thinking that they are free to choose their own career path, instead, conditioning and nurturing a combative competitive work culture based on the survival of the fittest. While some might argue that architectural education is not the sole site whereby unhealthy work habits in the profession are developed, unhealthy attitudes towards the competitive architectural culture that can be acculturated at university means the sentiment can remain post-university.

The application of audit cultures into a university, only serves to increase the work loads of staff and students which create additional pressures that damage wellbeing. The onslaught of managerialism in neoliberal universities paradoxically asks for more and in so doing exploits its human resources more rapidly. As education factories for the mass production of architecture students and educators, architecture schools in the UK are suffering strain from operating in a neoliberal competitive space of liquidity, which can, arguably lead more easily to varying degrees of disillusionment, dissatisfaction, exhaustion, fatigue, stress and burnout. The rise of a burnout culture in physical and mental wellbeing, in the architectural academy pre-pandemic, is linked to the consumption and exhaustion of the labour workforce as a resource and so it is essential to rethink the hours of work in the future in order to allow academic bodies to rest.

The pandemic has forced us to change our work patterns in the university, for better or worse. It obliges architectural educators to rethink the model of architectural education that was already contributing to damaging the wellbeing of some university workers.

By acknowledging issues that are creating unhealthy workplace imbalances in UK architecture schools that have arisen from the neoliberalisation of the HE sector, this essay provides the platform to address how design studio can create a nurturing culture.

If we are to reinvigorate architecture as a profession post-pandemic, we need to dramatically redesign architectural education to be less greedy and consumptive. Architectural education should not create unreasonable workloads and demands, or delude people into replicating unhealthy modes of work but, instead, teach students and staff how to manage their time, say no, and ask less of all academic workers. It needs dramatically reduce and diminish the culture of quantitative measuring and counting that ignores the need to nurture in architectural education. Revising the vertical unit system so that there are both student-choice and collaborative studio projects during any one design studio period challenges an individual ego culture for more balanced teamwork. Challenging the trend toward the casualisation of architectural design tutors to halt the steady rise of their exploitation as a precariat architectural working class is
another recommended area of change. Lastly, revising the quantitatively biased performance review structure that audits educators and students is vital for the regeneration of mind and body to maintain a work-life balance.

The future health and wellbeing of architecture students and educators is paramount. Energy needs to go into creating balanced and healthy work patterns, rather than replicating old bad habits. The first step for doing that is to recognise the ‘elephant in the room’, that neoliberal architecture education is not a nurturing place. The second is to value the importance of time away from architectural education so as to create new patterns and expectations of labour in architectural education and greater equity for people of different gender, race, ethnicity and class.
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